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In previous paperswe proposed that the syllable is a natural unit in speech
processing (Mehler, Segui, and Frauenfelder 1981; Mehler 1981; Segui
1984) . According to this position , syllabic units are constructed from the
continuous speechsignal and constitute the input for lexical accessand
eventually for more detailed phonemic analysis. This hypothesis is independent
of the phonological properties of different natural languages. In
the three sectionsof this chapter we review somerecentexperimental findings
concerning the role of the syllable in speechsegmentation, phoneme
identification , and lexical access.

TheRoleof theSyllablein SpeechSegmentation
In an initial study Mehler , Dommergues, Frauenfelder, and Segui ( 1981)
investigatedthe role of the syllable as a unit in speechsegmentation. These
authors demonstratedthat subjectsrespondedfaster to a phonemic target
sequencewhen it correspondedto the initial syllable of the target-bearing
word than when it did not. For instance, the target pa was detectedfaster
in the word palace than in the word palmier , whereasthe target pal was
detected faster in palmier than in palace . In this experiment, targetbearingitems beganwith a stop consonantUp/ , / t / , / k /, / h/, or /g/ ) followed
in all casesby the vowel / a/ . The interaction betweentarget type (CV or
CVC) and word type (CV or CVC) was highly significant (C = consonant;
V = vowel) . According to Mehler, Dommergues, et al. ( 1981), theseresults
indicate that the syllable constitutes a basic intermediary unit in speech
perception.
These experimental findings were recently replicated in Spanish by
Sanchez-Casas ( 1988) and Bradley, Sanchez-Casas, and Garcia-Albea
( 1988), who useda larger number of experimental words beginning with a
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stepconsonant, a fricative , a liquid , or a nasalfollowed by any singlevowel
permit ted in Spanish. As in French, when the target syllabic structure (CV
or CVC ) and the syllabic structure of the experimentalword (CV or CVC)
matched, responsetimes (RTs) wereshorter than in the nonmatching case.
The syllabic effect was larger when the target sequencewas specified
auditorily rather than visually .
Somecaution is necessaryconcerning the interpretation of theseresults,
since the global RTs obtained by Sanchez-Casasand Bradley et al. were
much greater than those observedin French (600 msec versus 360 msec,
respectively) . Differences in RTs may result from the use of alternative
processing strategies, namely prelexical versus lexical strategies. This is
important for interpreting the obtained results. In particular , if detection
responsesare derived from a lexical code, they can reflect the syllabic
format of this code and not necessarilythe syllabic nature of a prelexical
segmentationstrategy.
Finally , Morals et ale( 1989) observeda syllabic effectin Portuguesewith
illiterate and exilliterate subjectsusing a modified version of the experimental
procedureof Mehler , Dommergues, et al. ( 1981) . In this experiment
the dependentvariable was the number of correct detections rather than
RTs, and the targets were, of course, specified auditorily . A significant
interaction was found betweentarget type and word type: detectionswere
more numerous when the target coincided with the first syllable of the
experimental word than when it did not. The syllabic effect was similar
for the two populations even if exilliterate subjects performed better
than illiterate ones. This result suggeststhat Portuguesesubjectstend to
representspoken words as a sequenceof syllabic units. Furthermore, the
comparability of the syllabic effect on the two populations indicates that
this form of representationdependsessentiallyon informal experiencewith
the languagerather than on formal instruction .
The syllabic effect observed in the three previously examined experiments
was obtained with romance languageshaving clear syllabic boundaries
and rather restrictedsyllabic structures. But what about other families
of languages, and in particular , languageshaving unclear syllabic boundaries
? The results obtained on this point are ambiguous.
To test the generality of the syllabic hypothesis, Cutler et al. ( 1983,
1986) conducted their first English experiment. Contrary to French, many
English words do not have a clear syllabic structure. For instance, the
syllabic boundary for the word balancefalls neither clearly before nor after
the phoneme/ 1/ . When English subjectsare asked to segmentthis type of
word , they do not agree about the location of the syllabic boundary
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( Treiman and Danis 1988) . To represent the syllabic structure of these
words in which an intervocalic consonant precedesan unstressedvowel,
linguists have proposed that , in fact, the intervocalic consonant belongsto
both the first and the secondsyllable. In other words, this phonetic segment
is ambisyllabic.
In the 1986 experiment by Cutler et ale subjects received words with
clear initial syllabic structure like balcony (CVC words) and words with
ambisyllabic secondconsonants like ba(l )ance (CV (C) words) . As in the
original French experiment, the target sequencesused in this English
experiment were CV and CVC . No trace of syllabifying segmentation
found in this experiment for CVC and CV (C) words. Monitoring latencies
for CV and CVC targetswerepractically identical in both typesof words.
The absenceof a target effect runs counter to the syllabic hypothesis. In
particular , if CVC targets corresponded to the initial syllable of CVC
words and at least in some casesto that of CV (C) words, a global CVC
target advantageshould be found. This was not the case, however. Nevertheless
, a word -type effect was observed, CV (C) words being respondedto
faster than CVC words. The faster RTs for CV (C) words than for CVC
words was attributed to the fact that alternating consonant-vowel patterns
like CVC (balance) lend more readily to segmentationthan nonalternating
strings like CVCC (balcony) . Thus the faster response to CVC words
over CV words may be interpreted by pointing to the facility with which
subsyllabic units were identified.
To interpret the total absenceof a syllabic effect in English, Cutler et ale
proposed that English subjectsuseda phonological, rather than a syllabic,
segmentation device. The output of this device, which may be used to
process languages with irregular syllabic structure, is a phonological
representation of speechwithout any intermediate representation. The
hypothesisof a phonological segmentationdevice may explain the differences
observed in detecting target sequencesas a function of the initial
structural properties of the carrier word . Some sequencesof phonemes
) seem to be easier to deal with
(alternating consonant-vowel sequences
than others (nonalternating sequences
) . In any case, it is clear at this point
that a purely phonetic segmentationdevice does not explain the absence
of a difference betweenCV and CVC targets. Indeed, if words are computed
phonemeby phoneme, one should predict shorter RTs for CV than
for CVC targets.
More recently Sanchez-Casas( 1988) and Bradley et ale( 1988) confirmed
the absenceof an interaction between word type and target type for
English. However, contrary to the 1986 results of Cutler et al., these
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authors observedthat CVC targets are generally respondedto faster than
CV targets. This result was observedindependentlyof the structure of the
experimentalwords, CVC or CV (C) . As noted above, theseresultsmay be
considered to reflect the use of a syllabic strategy if we assumethat the
initial syllable of CV (C) words may be, at least in some cases, the initial
CVC sequence
. Nevertheless, Sanchez-Casasand Bradley et ale assumed
that the advantage of CVC targets over CV targets is best explained
in terms of the easewith which the mental representation of the target
can be developed and maintained rather than as reflecting the use of a
syllabic-segmentation routine. Independently of the different theoretical
interpretations, it is clear that there is an empirical discrepancybetween
the results of Cutler et ale and those obtained by Sanchez-Casas and
Bradley et ale
The hypothesisof Cutler et al., according to which French and English
listenersemployed two qualitatively different speech-perception routines,
can be further evaluatedon the basisof somerecentresultsthat Zwitserlood
et ale(in preparation) observedin Dutch . Like English, Dutch is a language
with widespreadambisyllabicity . In particular, in Dutch a syllable with a
short vowel is necessarily closed by a consonant. Furthermore, if this
consonant is followed by another vowel, this consonant is the onset of the
secondsyllable, which results in ambisyllabicity (e.g., bo(k ) en) . However,
if the second consonant is followed by another consonant, the second
consonant belongsunequivocally to the first syllable (e.g., bok-ser) . On the
other hand, words having a long vowel following the initial consonanthave
clear syllable boundaries of either the CVV type (e.g., maD-fen) or the
CVVC type (maag-den) .
In the experiment by Zwitserlood et ale subjectsmonitored CV , CVV ,
CVC , and CVVC words with clear and unclear syllabic boundariesfor the
presenceof target sequencesconsisting of two or three phonemes. The
results obtained for words having a clear syllabic structure and a long
vowel reproduce the interaction obtained in French between target type
and word type (CVV targets are detectedfaster in CVV -C words than in
CVVC words, whereasCVVC targets are detectedfaster in CVVC words
than in CVV -C words) . Theseresultscorroborate thosepreviouslyobserved
in French.
The main finding in this experiment was the presenceof a clear targettype effect for syllabically clear CVC words and for ambisyllabic CV (C)
words. Reaction times for these two types of words were significantly
shorter for CVC targetsthan for CV targets. On the other hand, monitoring
times for CVC targetswere identical in clear syllabic words like win-de and
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in ambisyllabic words like wi(n) en. According to the authors, theseresults
indicate that Dutch listeners used a syllabification strategy for clear and
ambisyllabic words, since they werejust as successfulin segmentingboth
word types.
The experimentsexamined in this first section confirm the existenceof
a syllabic effect in syllable monitoring in languageshaving clear syllabic
boundaries like French, Spanish, and Portuguese. However, as noted
above, only the results obtained in French and eventually to be obtained
in Spanish may be considered to reflect the use of an on-line syllabic
segmentation strategy. Results obtained in experiments conducted with
languageshaving less clear syllabic boundaries are open to alternative
interpretations. In particular, although data obtained in Dutch are compatible
with a reformulation of the syllabic hypothesisaccording to which
"
"
phonological knowledge about the syllabic regularities of the language
may be exploited on-line to segmentthe speechwave (even if no specific
syllabic cuesare presentin the signal), results observedin English do not
appear interpretable in the framework of this hypothesis and suggeston
the contrary the use of a nonsyllabic segmentationstrategy. Independent
of the final issueconcerning the nature of the segmentationstrategy(Les
),
the experiments examined above indicate the necessity of taking into
considerationthe precisephonological structure of the languagesemployed
in order to propose a realistic interpretation of the empirical data.

TheRoleof dieSy Uable in

Phoneme Identi:ft~adoll

The results obtained in previous experiments on phoneme and syllable
monitoring suggestthat phonemedetection is highly related to the internal
structure of the syllable. In particular , Segui, Frauenfelder, and Mehler
( 1981) observeda strong correlation betweenphoneme and syllable RTs
for words and nonwords. According to theseauthors, the syllable can be
seen as the structural unit from which subsyllabic phonemic analysis
originates. In other words, syllablesare usedto compute their corresponding
underlying phonetic structures. In this section we revise some recent
results that agreewith this aspectof the syllabic hypothesis.
In a series of experiments conducted with French material, Cutler ,
Mehler, et al. ( 1987) report a correlation between the RT to detect the
initial phonemesof a syllable and the structural complexity of this syllable.
This structural complexity can be expressedin terms of the presenceor
absenceof an initial consonant cluster and the presenceor absenceof a
final consonant.
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In their first experiment, conducted with French subjects, Cutler et ale
observedshorter RTs to detect an initial phonemein CV syllablesthan in
CVC or CCV syllables. This effect is independent of the lexical status of
the target-bearing item (word or nonword) . However, RTs to words were
shorter than RTs to nonwords.
In a second experiment English subjects were tested with the French
experimentalmaterial. The effectof syllabic complexity is clearly replicated
(CV RTs < CVC RTs < CCV RTs), whereas the lexical status of the
target-bearing items does not have any significant effect. These results
indicate that the syllabic- complexity effect seemsto be independentof the
'
subject s language. In fact, in an experimentconductedin English, Treiman
et ale ( 1982) obtained results comparable to those reported by Cutler ,
Mehler , et ale( 1987) using the sameCV , CVC , and CCV types of syllables.
RTs to detect the initial phoneme of CCV syllables differed significantly
from those obtained with CVC and CV syllables. CV syllables were responded
to faster than CVCs for sevenout of the eight phoneme-bearing
but
the differencewas not statistically significant. Thus RTs were
targets,
ranked in the same order as in the experiment by Cutler , Mehler, et ale
( 1987), CV < CVC < CCV.
Basedon formal linguistic descriptionsthat ascribean internal structure
to the syllable in terms of onsetand rhyme, Treiman et ale( 1982) concluded
that the onset component of the syllable constitutes a perceptual unit .
It is the analysis of the syllable in elementary phonemic segmentsthat
accounts for the increase in reaction time to initial phonemes in CCV
syllables.
In spite of the importance of the above results, which provide strong
evidencethat identification of the phonemetarget dependson the internal
structure of the syllable-bearing target, this effect must be reexamined
in the light of Cutler , Butterfield , and William ' s ( 1987) critique of the
experiments of Treiman et ale ( 1982) . Cutler et ale maintain that the
differencesin RTs obtained by Treiman et alefor syllablesbearing an initial
consonant cluster (CCV) and those with a simple onset (CV or CVC ) can
be attributed to the fact that " phonememonitoring targetsare customarily
specifiedfor subjectsin the form of a word mode. Morever, thesemodels
have usually had single-phoneme onset" (p. 407) . Such a specification
would lead the subject to representthe phoneme target as appearing in a
"
"
simple CV context. This means that the best correspondance between
the representationof the target induced by the experimentalmodel and the
properties of the stimulus accountsfor the differencesin RTs observedfor
CV and CCV stimuli .
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To support this interpretation , Cutler , Butterfield , and Williams ( 1987)
conducted an experiment in which subjectslistened for word -initial target
phonemesin continuous utterances. The target phonemewasa singleonset
in a CV syllable, or it correspondedto the first consonant of a consonant
cluster onset in a CCV syllable. The model that subjectswere given for the
target matched or did not match the syllabic onset of the target bearing
word. Faster RTs were observedwhen the target had been modeled with
the sameonset. Thus, when the instructions are to detect phonemeIbl '' as
in blue," RTs are shorter for the stimulus blend(the sameIbll consonantic
cluster) than for the stimulus beskor break.
In view of theseresults it seemsimportant to confirm the existenceof a
syllabic- complexity effect on phoneme detection with an experimental
procedurecapableof neutralizing the effectof the experimentalmodel. The
following two experimentswere conducted to establish this point .
Experiment 1
In this experiment we studied the effect of two structural parameters on
the detection of an initial phoneme target: the presenceor absenceof an
initial consonant cluster and the open or closed nature of the syllable (the
presenceor absenceof a final consonant) . The crossing of these two
parameters produced the four following syllabic structures: CV , CCV ,
CVC , CCVC. The phoneme targets were the voiced and the unvoiced
occlusive consonants / b/ , / d/, /p/, and / t/ . Each phoneme target was
contained in a list made up of 40 monosyllabic items. Most of theseitems
werenonwords. Eight items corresponding to two of eachof the four types
of syllable were added to two distinct vowels. The consonant clustersbore
the liquids / r/ or / 1/ for /p/ and / b/ and the liquid / r / for / d/ and It / . The
final consonant was an occlusive. Thus, for example, for the phoneme
target /p/ the following eight items were used: CV , /pa/ and /po/; CVC ,
/pad/ and /pob/; CCV , /pla/ and /pro/; CCVC , /plad/ and /prob/ . The
thirty -two filler items were made up of eight items out of each of the
four types of syllabic structures. Thus each type of syllabic structure was
representedby the same number of items. The lists were recorded by a
native speakerof French at regular intervals of two secondsbetweenitems.
Subjectswere instructed that their task consisted in reacting as fast as
possibleto a particular target phoneme. Eachtarget phonemewaspresented
before the corresponding experimental list together with a random list of
four nonexperimental CV , CVC , CCV , and CCVC items (e.g., for the
"
"
phonemetarget /p/ , the target is /p/, as in the syllablespli , pe, pro, pred ) .
Beforepresentationof the experimental lists, subjectswere given a trial list
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Initial consonant cluster

Cased syllables ( -VC )

483

532

constructed along the samelines as the experimental lists with the target
phonemeIg/ . Two groups of twenty subjects(studentsat the University of
Paris V) were associatedto voiced UbI and Id/) and voicelessUpl and It/)
targets. The observedRTs are similarly distributed for voicedand unvoiced
targets.
The results are presentedin table 1 and figures 1 to 4. An analysis of
variance showsa significant effect of the type ~fsyllable (F (3, 114) = 14.9,
p < .001), whereasthe nature of the phonemetarget revealsno significant
effect (F < 1) and does not interact with syllable type (F < 1) . Specific
comparisonsindicated that the two structural parametersintroduce highly
significant effects: syllables without an initial consonant cluster were
responded faster than syllables with an initial cluster (CV and CVC
RTs < CCV and CCVC RTs; F ( I , 38) = 35.1, P < .001), and open syllables
were responded to faster than closed syllables (CV and CCV
RTs < CVC and CCVC RTs; F ( I , 38) = 11.6, p < .005) .
Results obtained in this experiment clearly indicate the existenceof a
close relation betweendetection of a phoneme in the initial position in a
syllable and the structural complexity of the syllable. This complexity was
estimated by taking into account the presenceor absenceof a consonant
cluster in initial position and the open or closednature of the syllable. Our
results agree with those obtained by Cutler , Butterfield , and Williams
( 1987) and Treiman et al. ( 1982) . The observed syllabic effect cannot be
coherently interpreted within the hypothesisof a correspondancebetween
the model and the syllabic context.
Experiment 1.
In a secondexperimentwe decidedto study more directly the roles of target
model and syllabic complexity in an experimental situation similar to that
employed in our previous experiments and in the experiment of Cutler ,
Mehler et at. (1987) , i.e., one using very short experimental lists.
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Experimental stimuli consisted of six triplets made up of French bisyllabic
words. Each triplet had three words beginningwith the sameinitial
phoneme. The initial syllable of these words (the structure of the target
item) was CV , CVC , or CCV (for the phonemeIpl , for example, the triplet
might bepalace, palmier, and plateau) . The experimentalitems were placed
at the end of a short sequence(from one to six items) . There were three
experimentalblocks, eachincluding 18experimentalsequencesand 12filler
. In each block a particular experimental item was associated
sequences
with a specificmodel. The model was a monosyllabic word corresponding
to the initial syllable of a member of a triplet . Thus, for example, the
experimentalsequencebearing the item palmier was precededin one block
"
"
"
by the instruction /pl as in the word pa/ (e), in another block by /pl
"
"
as in the word pa(s) , and in the third block by the instruction /pl as in
the word pla( t) ." Thus, only in one list of a particular block (the first one
in this example) did the model correspond to the initial syllable of the
experimental item. The three blocks were recorded by a native speaker
of French. The pausesbetweenthe words in a sequencewere 1,500 msec
. Each
long, and 10 secondsseparatedthe presentation of each sequence
subject was given the three experimental blocks in a presentation order
counterbalancedacross subjects. Thirty subjects, psychology students at
the University of Paris V , were tested.
The results obtained in this experiment are presented in table 2. An
analysis of variance with subjects as a random variable reveals a very
significant effect of type of target-item structure (F (2, 58) = 16.5, p <
.0005), whereasthe model structure does not introduce a significant effect
(F (2, 58) = 3.05, p > .10) . The interaction betweenthesetwo factors is not
significant (F (4, 116) = 2.24, p > .10) .
To confirm the role of target-item structure without interference from
the model, we compared the mean valuescorresponding to the three cases
Table1.
Meanresponse
time(msec
) to detectthe targetphonemeasa functionof targetitemstructureand modelstructure
Target-item
structure

cv
cvc
ccv
MeanRT

Model

cv

structure

cvc

ccv

- MeanRT
369
387
414
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Table3
Meanresponse
time (msec
) to detectthe targetphonemeas a function of
matchingand nonmatchingtarget-item and modelstructures
cv
CVC
341
390
Matching
384
385
Nonmatching
MeanRT
362
387

CCV
409
417
413

in which there existed a strict matching betweenthe model and the target
structure, i .e., the three diagonal cells in table 2. The observeddifference
is highly significant (F (2, 58) = 11.3, p < .0005) . The order of response
times as a function of target structure is the same as in experiment
I : CV < CVC < CCV. Contrary to the suggestionproposed by Cutler ,
Butterfield , and Williams (1987) , this result shows that the differencesin
RTs introduced by the syllable structure of the target bearing item cannot
be attributed exclusively to the degree of correspondencebetween the
model and the targefitem .
Finally , we compared responsesfor matching and nonmatching targetitem and model structures to estimate the role of model-structure corresponda
. The global difference betweenmatching and nonmatching
responseswas significant (F ( I , 29) = 4.19, p < .05) . This effect agreeswith
Cutler , Butterfield , and Williams ' s model hypothesis, though this effect
interacts with item structure (F (2, 58) = 4.52, p < .02) . As can be seenin
table 3, the matching effect is due essentiallyto CV items.
The results observed in this experiment confirm the role of syllable
structure in determining phoneme monitoring latencies. This structural
effect is still found when there is a total correspondance between the
model used to characterize the target phoneme and the initial syllable of
the target-bearing item. In our experimental situation the effect of the
correspondancebetweenthe model and the target-bearing item is strongly
dependenton this latter factor. In fact, only the RTs to CV items are very
sensitiveto the model usedto characterizethe target phoneme.
Results obtained in the two previous experimentsand in other recent
experimentsconducted by Dupoux indicate that , at leastfor French, the
effect of syllabic complexity on phoneme-monitoring reaction time is
robust and well established. This effect cannot be interpreted as being due
to the degreeof correspondancebetween the model given to the subject
and the structural organization of the stimulusitem. The original hypothesis
according to which the segmental information necessaryfor phoneme
detectionis derivedfrom a syllabic codedoesaccount for the data obtained.
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TheRoleof theSyUablein LexicalAccea
The syllabic hypothesis assumesthat words are accessedby their initial
syllable. In other words, initial syllablesconstitute the accesscode to the
internal lexicon in spoken-word recognition. In this section we present
some recent experimental results concerning this particular aspectof the
syllabic hypothesis.
If this hypothesisis correct, we can predict that in phonememonitoring ,
the role of lexical parametersshould be qualitatively different for monosyllabic
and polysyllabic items. Monosyllabic words automatically have
accessto their corresponding lexical representation without mediation
by prelexical syllabic routines. Lexical information becomesimmediately
available and may be used to detect the initial phoneme of these items.
On the other hand, polysyllabic words are accessedthrough their initial
syllable, but the extraction of this syllable is generally not sufficient to
isolate a particular word. In this case, phoneme detection may be based
exclusivelyon prelexical information without the intervention of the lexical
level.
This hypothesisabout the differential nature of processingaccording to
the syllable length of the target-bearing item has been supported in many
experiments. In particular , whereas with monosyllabic items, phoneme
targets are detectedfaster in words than in nonwords (Cutler , Mehler, et
ale 1987; Rubin , Turvey, and Van Gelder 1976), this effect of lexical
superiority is never found with polysyllabic items (Foss and Blank 1981;
Segui, Frauenfelder, and Mehler 1981) .
Our interpretation of the lexical-superiority effect assumesthat the
important parameter in these experimentswas the syllabic length of the
target-bearing items rather than the phonetic length or an evenmore crude,
linguistically neutral length parameter, such as the total duration of the
target-bearing word (Cutler and Norris 1979) . It is clear, however, that
thesetwo interpretations, syllabic and durational , are able to explain the
observedlexical-superiority effect. Consequently, it is important to obtain
new empirical data that will enable us to choosebetweenthesetwo alternative
interpretations.
.
In a recentseriesof experimentsDupoux and Mehler (in press) attempted
to test the validity of the syllabic and durational interpretations. In a
preliminary experiment theseauthors attempted to confirm the existence
of a differential lexical effect for mono- and polysyllabic words using as a
diagnostic variable the word -frequency effect. Subjects had to monitor
initial phonemesof monosyllabic or bisyllabic words. Words were pre-
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Table4
Meanresponse
time(msec
of
) to detectthe
, andpercentage
. phoneme
' syllable' target
errors, asa functionof
I
_~l)
-I and
words
Monosyllabicwords
Disyllabic
Low frequency
414
435
1
.7
%
(3.7%)
( )
377
422
High frequency
(2.0%)
(2.3%)
Difference
37.
13

target lengtb
(nonnal
frequency
speech

..
. This dIfference
is significant to p < .001.

sentedin continuous lists, and target phonemeswere specifiedauditorily
(e.g., jpj as in Paris, Perpignan, Poirier) . Target words were of either high
frequency (a mean of 148 for monosyllabic words and 102 for bisyllabic
words) or low frequency (a mean of 3 for monosyllabic and bisyllabic
words) . They were paired according to their initial phoneme and syllabic
structure (for example, the high-frequencyjpoulej waspaired with the lowfrequency jpouf /) . Identification points (in terms of phonemes) were also
matched. Thirty students aged between 18 and 20 servedas subjects. RTs
were measuredfrom the onset of the burst of the initial phoneme.
The results are presented in table 4. These results agree with those
obtained for lexical superiority : in both caseslexical parametersaffected
the responsetime only to monosyllabic items (F ( I , 29) = 15.9, p < .001, for
monosyllabic words, and F < 1 for bisyllabic words) . Monosyllabic words
seemto be respondedto on the basis of a lexical code, whereasbisyllabic
items seemto be respondedto on the basisof a prelexical code.
However, as noted before, the syllabic and durational interpretations
both predict that with normal speechthe lexical effectshould be found only
or essentiallywith monosyllabic items. In the syllabic interpretation, it is
the number of syllables of the target-bearing item that determines the
prelexical or lexical locus of the response, while in nonsyllabic models
like Cutler and Norris ' s ( 1979) race model, it is the length (or duration )
of the target-bearing item that determines the locus of the response. As
for the interactive TRACE model (McClelland and Elman 1986), the
possibility of obtaining a lexical effectin phonememonitoring is a function
of the level of lexical activation capable of affecting the phoneme unit
corresponding to the target-bearing word . For phoneme-initial targets,
detection responsescannot be affected by the lexical status of the targetbearing word , sincein this case, when the phonemetarget occurs, the level
of activation of the target-bearing word is very low.
To test theseinterpretations in a secondexperimentDupoux and Mehler
(in press) presentedsubjectsthe same list of items but at a rate that was
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Table 5
Mean responsetime (msec) to detect the target phoneme, and percentageof
errors, as a function of target syllable length and frequency (compressedspeech)
Low frequency
High frequency
Difference
. This differenceis

Monosyllabic words
439 ( 3.3% )
410 ( 1.3% )
29.

Disyllabic words
436 (3.8% )
434 (2.9% )
2

significant to p < .002.

twice as fast. Such a compression was obtained using an algorithm that
averagesadjacentperiods of a 16- kHz digitized signal. This transformation
leavesintact the spectral characteristics of speech, such as pitch, timbre ,
and formant structures. The important point is that in compressedformat ,
bisyllabic words were shorter than uncompressedmonosyllabic words but
were still very intelligible . Sincecompressiondoes not modify the number
of syllables, the syllabic interpretation predicts the same result as that
obtained with normal speechrate. In contrast, a durational interpretation
predicts that under compressedpresentation, frequency effectsshould be
found with monosyllabic and bisyllabic items. In fact, the identification
points of the compressedbisyllabic words occur temporally earlier than
those of the normal monosyllabic word.
Thirty subjectsparticipated in this experiment, and the main results are
presentedin table S. As can be seenin table 5, only monosyllabic words
showed a frequency effect (F ( I , 129) = 11.7, p < .002, for monosyllabic
words, and F < 1 for bisyllabic words). These results mirror perfectly
thoseobtained in the previous experiment (RTs betweenthesetwo experiments
are significantly correlated; r = .73) and agree with the syllabic
interpretation .
To reject an alternative interpretation according to which the absence
of a frequency effect for bisyllabic items was artifactual and related to
a bias in the choice of these items, a lexical- decision experiment was
conducted with the sameexperimental lists. Results showed a robust and
comparable frequency effect for monosyllabic and bisyllabic items.
'
Dupoux and Mehler s results are incompatible with a durational interpretation
of the observedfrequency effect and agreewith the predictions
derived from the syllabic hypothesis. The important experimental factor
in this researchwas the syllabic length of the target-bearing words and not
their global duration .
In recentpapersCutler proposedan initial -lexical-segmentationstrategy
well adapted to the structure of English vocabulary (Cutler and Norris
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1988; Cutler , this volume) . According to Cutler , the speech stream is
segmentedat strong syllablesbecausethesesyllablesgenerally occur in the
initial position of polysyllabic words. At this level of formulation Cutler ' s
hypothesiscan beconsidereda particular versionof the syllabic hypothesis.
However, Cutler assumedthat the distinction between strong and weak
syllablesis made not on the basisof the properties of a syllable per se but
on the basisof the strong or weak nature of the vowel.

Concl.. ioD
The experimental findings briefly reviewed in the three sections of this
chapter generally agree with the predictions derived from a syllabic
hypothesis for languageshaving clear syllabic boundaries, like French.
According to this hypothesis, syllables correspond to natural units in
speechsegmentationand constitute the input to lexical accessand phonemic
analysis.
In the first section we examined data obtained in syllable-detection
experimentsindicating that French words and probably Spanishwords too
are segmentedin syllabic units. Results obtained in Portugueseindicate
that words are representedin the internal lexicon in a syllabic format .
Finally , cross-languageresearchshows that we must take into consideration
the phonological structure of the languagesstudied to interpret the
observedresults. Segmentationstrategiesseemto be strongly related to the
phonological and prosodic properties of natural languages.
Experimentalresultsconsideredin the secondsectionshowthat phonemedetection RTs vary as a function of the structural complexity of the
target-bearingsyllables. The time to identify a particular phonemedepends
on the manner in which this phoneme is encodedat the syllabic level. In
particular , two structural parametersaffectedRTs: the presenceor absence
of a consonant cluster at the onset of the syllable and the open or closed
nature of the syllable.
In the third section we presentedresults suggestingthat French words
are accessedby their initial syllable. The presenceof a frequency effect
depends on the syllabic length of the words and not on their global
duration . According to the syllabic hypothesis, monosyllabic words are
respondedto from the lexical code, while polysyllabic words are responded
to from a prelexical syllabic code.
As noted in Mehler, Dupoux , and Segui, this volume, our syllabic
hypothesismay be related in a natural way to the developmentof language
capacitiesand in particular to the construction of an internal lexicon.
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